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ff Meta: type for a purpose
In 1984, I persuaded the german post office
(Bundespost) to commission an exclusive typeface for all
their printed materials. We had begun a comprehensive
design programme for the state-owned agency, which had
been using a plethora of typefaces including dozens of
dissimilar fonts from the Helvetica family. An exclusive
typeface could end this chaos and give a coherent look to
thousands of forms, brochures, advertisements and
phone books.
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In 1985, we started the project by defining targets.
It was supposed to be:
legible in small sizes;
neutral, with a non-fashionable design;
available on all systems;
available from all suppliers;
economical (space-saving);
available in several, clearly distinguishable weights;
unmistakable and characteristic; and
technologically up to date.

Some of these parameters may sound strange today,
but back in 1985, each typesetting system had its own,
exclusive fonts which couldn’t be used on other systems.
After careful analysis, we looked at existing typefaces
as possible candidates for redesign as well as sketching
some alternatives.
We assessed what makes a typeface legible under
certain conditions, and developed what still appears
to be a coherent theory. Having presented this to the
client, we drew two weights, regular and bold, which
were then digitized at Linotype in Frankfurt on large
mainframe computers.
By late summer we had set a few forms, pages from a
telephone book and brochures. They were tested and
approved. But before the new typefaces were officially
accepted, the whole project was cancelled. It appeared
to be a political decision. And despite my protests that
Postscript and desktop computers were the future of
typesetting, the people in Bonn never believed the work
could be done using hundreds of typesetters and printers
across Germany. They continued to use Helvetica in all
its variations, until they finally switched over to Frutiger
in 1999.
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By 1988, desktop software had become available to digitize
typefaces. We took the original drawings and developed the
typeface for use by our own studio, MetaDesign, and named
the font Meta.
It took ‘real’ type designers to finish it: Just van Rossum,
our first resident type designer, and later Lucas de Groot,
who added new weights to the family. When we set a
catalogue for FontShop, they liked it and persuaded me
to license it. They released it as ff Meta and it quickly
became a bestseller. The ff Meta family now has 81
members, including the condensed version and Meta
Serif Pro, Meta Correspondence, plus Turkish, Baltic
and Central European versions. Every weight (except
Meta Correspondence) has an expert set and a version
with lining figures.
Designers around the world use it for all sorts of projects,
none as prosaic as the job that first prompted it.
Most well-used typefaces today owe their existence not to
designers’ whim, but to having been designed for a specific
purpose. Times New Roman was Stanley Morison’s and
Monotype’s solution to the problem of a daily paper being
printed on a high-speed cylinder press in 1931 and to the
challenge of fitting more words into a line than traditional
newspaper faces had done previously. Bell Gothic was
designed for telephone books, Frutiger for signage at
Charles de Gaulle airport in 1976. Giambattista Bodoni
designed and cut a new typeface for every printing
commission he had, each size separately. Din has been
seen on every German road sign since the thirties and
Letter Gothic was designed to withstand both the physical
and aesthetic constraints of the golfball typewriter.
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ff Meta started its life intended to be set in small sizes and
printed on bad paper – mostly on forms for the German
Post Office, the Bundespost, and its design was based on
well-known facts about legibility and recognition. We know
that when we read, our eyes scan along the top of the
x-height, so making the shapes along that line more explicit
would help that process. The oblique pseudo-serifs lead the
eye into the letter as well as from one to the other.
They also help to open up close angles between vertical
and horizontal strokes, avoiding dark spots. In larger sizes,
these deliberate interventions might create too much noise,
but at small sizes – those between 7 and 10 point – they
actually add warmth.
We need to precisely distinguish one letter from another
only when we are looking for detailed information, as in
telephone books or instructional material. In books and
even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole
groups of letters, even words, as we read what we expect
to read. To work for both tasks, ff Meta has very explicit
lettershapes to facilitate recognition of individual characters
in small sizes (like the curvy end on the bottom of the ‘l’),
while the design makes long-distance reading just as
comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its construction
is based on contrast between outer and inner (counter)

shapes. These are rounded-off rectangles, while the outer
shapes are ovals, creating not only contrast between
horizontal and vertical strokes, but also one between outer
and inner shapes. Contrast and rhythm (as provided by
the oblique terminals and pseudo-serifs at the beginnings
and endings of letters) are more important for continuous
reading than explicit letterforms.
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FF Meta Condensed
ff Meta also shows its origin as a well-researched rather
than creatively ‘invented’ typeface by the fact that it runs
about 12% narrower than, say, Helvetica. The condensed
version manages to get even more characters into a line,
increasing usefulness without sacrificing legibility.
As the stroke width on the condensed weights has to be
a little lighter than on the regular ones, a gap opened up
between the bold and black for an extrabold weight.
ff Meta Condensed therefore has six weights, while
ff Meta only has five.
Figures
When ff Meta was first conceived in 1985, there were
very few sans serif faces with old style figures. As, however,
there are still plenty of applications which need monospaced, full size figures, all weights of ff Meta now have
both lining figures for tables etc, as well as old style
figures for text.

fb fh fj fk

small caps
ff Meta is not a geometric sans face, but rather a serifless
roman and thus perfectly suited for setting long copy in
magazines and books. The normal weight is a little too
light for classic text setting and therefore the book weight
has been added. All weights – even the italics – have
small caps, so one can set traditional styles for proper
names, abbreviations or short headings.
Arrows
The arrow is one of the most useful non-alphabetic glyphs.
I have been using an arrow on my personal stationery since
letterpress days, and I designed the special dotted arrow for
ff Meta. There are small and big arrows in eight directions:
←↙→↘↑↖↓↗←↙→↘↑↖↓↗.
On top of the subtle lettershapes and a good range of
weights, it is these arrows that ff Meta make very suitable
for signage and wayfinding systems.

Office correspondence does not have to use a typewriter
face anymore, nor do letters on a pc always have to be set
in Times Roman. The Correspondence version of ff Meta
is slightly more openly spaced than the typesetting version
which makes the face more suitable for printing on lowresolution printers. Business applications like Microsoft
Word do not offer the same subtle spacing that professional
layout applications do, and more generous space between
characters avoids clashes and dark spots on the page.
Four weights are sufficient for business correspondence,
and the figures are monospaced for tabular matter like
invoices or spreadsheets.

and four weights each. There
are several alternate characters for tight setting: an ‘a’ and
‘l’ without tails and a simple ‘g’. A few arrows and dingbats
are also included.

September, 2006
erik I noticed that all the l/c’s looked pretty monoline.
In the original Meta, they are much heavier in the center
stroke, while the two end strokes are lighter. In the regular
version the s now looks way too light, and it just occurred
to me that this was why. Do check those characters against
the original, even the condensed.
christian The original S and s always struck me as
being much too heavy in the middle (and I corrected this in
Unit), but the end strokes could stand to lose a bit of
weight… See what you think of this clunkier, more
interesting version of the Light weights and the resulting
interpolations.
erik Yes, the Light is much better and especially the
Light compressed. That should do it, with extra attention
to the s. Yes, the middle may have been too heavy on some,
but that was part of Meta’s charme: those little idiosyncracies or inconsistencies. A bit of it needs to remain.
christian You’re right. we threw too much bleach on it.
take a look at these new S’s and s’s. Better? → →

January 24, 2007
christian I’ve just delivered a large (and nearly
impossible) family of newspaper fonts and have turned my
attention back to Meta Antiqua. Here is a font to play with,
and a PDF. I’ve got all of the necessary characters in there
for setting English and German, plus figures, although the
punctuation is all still left over from the original. There are
some minor weight problems (M and w, most glaringly), and
the overall spacing may be a bit too tight, but I think the face
is on the right track – it has the warmth and seriousness of
the Economist text face, so it will work for magazines, and
the sturdiness of a good news face. Most importantly, it feels
like Meta to me and mixes well with the Bold. I’ll be interested to see what you think. Kris has been working on first
sketches for Unit Slab Italic. I like #3, which has slabs rather
than tails on both incoming and outgoing strokes, but I also
like the ‘v’ in #4 (which has soft tails incoming and outgoing
– I like them but I feel like we should save the more cursive
forms for Meta, to keep the two families differentiated).
January 25, 2007
christian It feels like Meta to me
erik It does, but still looks a little too big at the same size.
The counters are bigger, so it appears that way. We need
similar x-height in order to mix them.
christian I’ll play with that tonight. The ascenders
& descenders match Meta, so they can’t really change –
or should I try that too?
erik Perhaps we need to make it a little more condensed
to get it a little darker?
Christian: I’m concerned that if we go much narrower, it
isn’t going to have a good proportion for text – Wired is
using H&FJ’s new Exchange (originally drawn for the WSJ),
which is a bit narrower than this and doesn’t end up looking
very comfortable on a magazine page, at least for my taste.
erik Let’s reduce x-height then.
January 27, 2007
christian Are we getting there?
erik We are. You’re right – can’t really condense it too
much. In your sample settings, the plus 4 version does look
good. The expanded track should be our zero, so it’ll work
between 8 and 10 pt.
christian That was my plan.
erik There may be a little too much noise in the some of
the caps, but I’ll go through them once I get to Berlin and
print out the character set.

christian I’ve been having a hard time with striking the
right balance between making the caps look like Meta and
making them work together, particularly in all caps. I think
we may have to abandon the diagonal cuts on E F T etc.,
or at least angle them out instead of in. There are a couple
of alts at the end of the vfb, marked in blue.
erik Should we just release the regular and bold with
italics + small caps, TF?
christian Yeah, I think so. Maybe with a medium or
semibold for captions, sidebars, subheads – European
newspapers always want this weight, and magazine
designers can use it for text that reverses out of a picture.
The Medium or Semibold will be really easy to make –
I’ve just set Kris up with EvB’s Superpolator, which even
interpolates the kerning. How important do you think it will
be to match the weights of Serif to the sans? I’m concerned
that the Bold will look a little anemic if we match the main
stroke weights to the sans, because of the additional contrast. I think I’ll have Kris work out the Black in the testword
only, so we’ll have a little extra wiggle room to figure out the
weight.
erik That’ll make a workable family without having to
go through all the weights. I can imagine then making a
slightly heavier version for glossy paper and very small
sizes or bad newsprint, but once we get to the black weight
or lighter once, only making those for display, even a little
narrower.
christian Yeah, that’s a good idea. We can do a whole
Headline family sometime in the future, with slightly
narrower proportions and a little bit more contrast.
erik As a text face, it is supposed to go with Meta for
captions and stuff, so together the family could provide
everything needed for a magazine or even newspaper.
Perhaps FontShop should make a combined package with
Sans and Serif.
christian Or a couple of packages? One for newspapers,
one for magazines. By the way, I just got a copy of a Swedish
language paper from Turku, Finland called Åbo Under
rättelser that uses Meta Headline pretty nicely. It sets nice
and tight.
February 9, 2007
christian I’ve finally gotten around to implementing
your last round of requests. I’m skeptical of the serifless
crossbars on E and F – it feels a little gimmicky to me,
although it could work well in heavier weights. I prefer them
with a little bit of taper – see what you think. The 2 and 3
are much better without serifs on top, and I’ve drawn two
simplified ß’s. The more simplified one is probably best.
Unit Slab is coming along really nicely, and we should have
testwords for the whole family for you to look at next week.

Die größeren Innenräume lassen eine Antiqua leichter erscheinen als eine Sans mit gleichmäßigem
Kontrast. Die Standstriche der Meta Antiqua als Werksatzschrift mussten stärker werden.
Meine ersten Skizzen waren zu nahe an den Umrissen der originalen Meta mit veränderten
Innenräumen und mehr Kontrast in den Strichstärken. Christian Schwartz hat die Meta digital
nachgezeichnet und dabei leicht veränderte neue Formen gefunden, die in der Summe wirken
wie das serifenlose Vorbild.

March 9, 2007
christian Kris and I have been plugging away at Meta
Serif. We’ve passed the Italic back and forth a few times and
we’re both pretty happy with it now. Kris prefers the spurred
bowls on a b and q, but I could go either way with them.
I really prefer the 2-story g. I know it brings it away from the
original, but I think it helps to make it look more like a real
serif italic with a strong base in tradition. We tried not to get
too clever with characters like k and z, but had a bit of fun
with v w and y, trying to get a hint of the original’s angled
terminals worked in. Please don’t look too closely at the
Italic caps – they’re uncorrected obliques.
On the last two pages, you can see Kris’s first sketches for
the additional weights. I had him draw the Black, for inter
polation and to see if it might work as a headline style, and
I find it pretty convincing. It needs some work, but I think
it’s worth pursuing. The Bold and Medium may be a bit too
light, especially the Medium, but Superpolator makes it
incredibly easy to play around with the weights.
March 10, 2007
erik The Italic looks pretty good. There are a few letters
that don’t seem quite ready (t for example).
christian Yeah, it needs less angle on the top bit.
It looks a little strange.
erik but I like the wild vwy. The ß in the Roman still has
the spur on it that i thought we lost.
christian The inner serif, or at the x-height on the left
side? What do you think of spurs vs. no spurs on abq?
And 1-story vs 2-story g?
erik I am surprise at how good the weights look.
I thought we might just publish a Bold, but this seems
worth doing if we can get it done soon. The Medium is ok
as an alternative for reversing-out or evry small sizes; it
doesn’t really have to be there for emphasis.
christian I’d like to make it just a tiny bit heavier, so
it could work as a headline face, too.
erik Would you also do the Italics for all the weights?
christian Yes, of course. Kris is very fast, and Super
polator helps a lot. Now that I’m done with these two big
magazine projects (I’ve delivered over 60 fonts to various
clients since the beginning of the year), I’ll be able to
repond with comments for him a lot faster than I was.
erik Seems like a lot of work, but if we have to do a Bold
Italic anyway, you might as well do the interpolation.
MetaSerif is shouting to have a Condensed companion
already!
christian Let’s get the basic family out first! I have a
method for getting a quick & rough Condensed by
squeezing it and interpolating different x and y values.
Maybe I’ll play with this while Kris finishes the complete
character sets of what we have so far.
erik So we’ll have Book, Medium, Bold and Black, plus
their Italics and Small Caps. O/S figures, lf and tf.
A full ot family, except Greek and Cyrillic which would
take it to ot pro. But that’s work for the winter.
May 14, 2007
christian Things are moving along nicely with Meta
Antiqua. The Book is just about finished (all characters are
drawn and accented chars are built, and I send comments
on all of this stuff yesterday. The uncorrected proof is
included.), and the other poles are in really good shape,
missing only accented chars and needing a little more
polishing. Kris sent his first attempt at interpolating the
Medium and Bold last night, and I wanted to get your
thoughts on the basic weights. The Bold is pretty heavy,
but I think it works really well for emphasis and will even
hold up on newsprint. Do you agree? It’s a little hard to tell
from unhinted outlines... I’ll send a corrected font as soon
as I get one back from Kris, so you can show the face off
at Typo.

July 6, 2007
christian Here are all four of the romans, plus the
Book Italic. Everything is drawn and corrected, most OT
features are in place, and the only thing still missing is
kerning. The features cover ligatures, sc, lining and
lc figures in proportional and tabular variants, and alter9
nates (ss01 is the lc g in the italic; ss02 is the alternate
E and F in all styles, including accented and sc versions).
We’re finishing the Black Italic over the weekend, and I
should have the rest of the italics for you early next week.
I’m really, really happy with how the family is coming
along. I hope you agree.
July 11, 2007
christian Here’s the full Meta Antiqua family. I made
a few revisions in the romans, so please replace the set
I sent last week with these new fonts.
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ff Meta Normal 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole
groups of letters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas
armonizadas, ein guter Kontrast, αντίθεση και ένας, важны для
приятной sono importanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra daugiau
paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To
work for both tasks, ff Meta has very explicit lettershapes to facilita
recognition of individual characters in small sizes (like the curvy end o
the bottom of the ‘l’), while the design makes long-distance reading just
as comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its construction is based on c
trast between outer and inner (counter) shapes. These are rounded-o

pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs · portez ce vieux whisky au

ff Meta Normal Italic 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole
groups of letters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas
armonizadas, ein guter Kontrast, αντίθεση και ένας, важны для
приятной sono importanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra
daugiau paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde,
1984. To work for both tasks, ff Meta has very explicit lettershapes to
facilitate recognition of individual characters in small sizes (like the
curvy end on the bottom of the ‘l’), while the design makes long-distan
ce reading just as comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its constructio
is based on contrast between outer and inner (counter) shapes. These

ht zogende babywelpjes kwam taxi frequent · squeaking rival jezeb

ff Meta Book 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole
groups of letters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas
armonizadas, ein guter Kontrast, αντίθεση και ένας, важны для
приятной sono importanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra daugiau
paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To
work for both tasks, ff Meta has very explicit lettershapes to facilita
te recognition of individual characters in small sizes (like the curvy
end on the bottom of the ‘l’), while the design makes long-distance rea
ding just as comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its construction
is based on contrast between outer and inner (counter) shapes. Thes

y lompos volt és lucskos, a szôre sárga láng, éhségtôl karcsú, vág

ff Meta Book Italic 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole
groups of letters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas
armonizadas, ein guter Kontrast, αντίθεση και ένας, важны для
приятной sono importanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra daugia
paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To
work for both tasks, ff Meta has very explicit lettershapes to facilitat
recognition of individual characters in small sizes (like the curvy end o
the bottom of the ‘l’), while the design makes long-distance reading ju
as comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its construction is based on co
trast between outer and inner (counter) shapes. These are rounded-o

acht zogende babywelpjes kwam taxi frequent · squeaking rival jez

ff Meta Medium 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole
groups of letters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas
armonizadas, ein guter Kontrast, αντίθεση και ένας, важны для
приятной sono importanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra daugia
paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To
work for both tasks, ff Meta has very explicit lettershapes to facilita
recognition of individual characters in small sizes (like the curvy end
the bottom of the ‘l’), while the design makes long-distance reading ju
as comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its construction is based on c
trast between outer and inner (counter) shapes. These are rounded-o

haze veils sex of jumping crab · graft kid vows miss quit cozy xylop
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In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glan-In books and even magazines, we ten
ce over whole groups of letters as we read what
we expect to read. Las formas armonizadas, ein guter quickly glance over whole groups of
Kontrast, αντίθεση και ένας, важны для sono impor- ters as we read what we expect to re
tanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra daugiau
formas armonizadas, ein guter Kontr
paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir
şekilde, 1984. To work for both tasks, ff Meta has veryαντίθεση και ένας, важны для прият
explicit lettershapes to facilitate recognition of indivi- importanti per una leggibilità agradá
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ff Meta Bold 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole
groups of letters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas
armonizadas, ein guter Kontrast, αντίθεση και ένας, важны для son
importanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra daugiau paslapčių
paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To work for
both tasks, ff Meta has very explicit lettershapes to facilitate recog
tion of individual characters in small sizes (like the curvy end on the
bottom of the ‘l’), while the design makes long-distance reading just
comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its construction is based on con
trast between outer and inner (counter) shapes. These are rounded-o

whizzing jap alky driver subject of next requiem · exiled zouave pa

ff Meta Bold Italic 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole
groups of letters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas
armonizadas, ein guter Kontrast, αντίθεση και ένας, важны для
sono importanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra daugiau paslapči
paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To work for
both tasks, ff Meta has very explicit lettershapes to facilitate recognition of individual characters in small sizes (like the curvy end on the
bottom of the ‘l’), while the design makes long-distance reading just
as comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its construction is based on
contrast between outer and inner (counter) shapes. These are roun-

ck my box with five dozen liquor jugs · portez ce vieux whisky au



FF Meta Condensed Normal & Bold 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole groups of le
ters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas armonizadas, ein guter Kontr
αντίθεση και ένας, sono importanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra daugiau
paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To work for bot
tasks, Meta has very explicit lettershapes to facilitate recognition of individua
characters in small sizes (like the curvy end on the bottom of the ‘l’). These are ro
ded-off rectangles, while the outer shapes are ovals, creating not only contrast b
ween horizontal and vertical strokes, but also one between outer and inner shap
Contrast and rhythm (as provided by the oblique terminals and pseudo-serifs a
beginnings and endings of letters) are more important for continuous reading et

FF Meta Condensed Book & Extra Bold 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole groups of
letters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas armonizadas, ein guter
Kontrast, αντίθεση και ένας, sono importanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra
daugiau paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To
work for both tasks, Meta has very explicit lettershapes to facilitate recognitio
of individual characters in small sizes (like the curvy end on the bottom of the ‘l’
These are rounded-off rectangles, while the outer shapes are ovals, creating no
only contrast between horizontal and vertical strokes, but also one between out
and inner shapes. Contrast and rhythm (as provided by the oblique terminals an
pseudo-serifs at the beginnings and endings of letters) are more important for
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FF Meta Condensed Medium & Black 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole groups of
ters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas armonizadas, ein guter
Kontrast, αντίθεση και ένας, sono importanti per una leggibilità agradável. Yra
daugiau paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To w
for both tasks, Meta has very explicit lettershapes to facilitate recognition of
individual characters in small sizes (like the curvy end on the bottom of the ‘l’).
These are rounded-off rectangles, while the outer shapes are ovals, creating no
only contrast between horizontal and vertical strokes, but also one between ou
and inner shapes. Contrast and rhythm (as provided by the oblique terminals a
pseudo-serifs at the beginnings and endings of letters) are more important for
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In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole group
letters as we read what we expect to read. To work for both tasks, FF M
has very explicit lettershapes to facilitate recognition of individual cha
racters in small sizes (like the curvy end on the bottom of the ‘l’),
while the design makes long-distance reading just as comfortab
as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its construction is based on contrast
between outer and inner (counter) shapes. These are round
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In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over
whole groups of letters as we read what we expect to read. To
work for both tasks, FF Meta has very explicit lettershapes to
facilitate recognition of individual characters in small sizes
(like the curvy end on the bottom of the ‘l’), while the
design makes long-distance reading just as comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its construction is based on
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ff Meta Serif Book & Italic 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over whole
groups of letters as we read what we expect to read. Las formas
armonizadas, ein guter Kontrast, sono importanti per una leggibilità
agradável. Yra daugiau paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą šešėly
Bir şekilde, 1984. To work for both tasks, ff Meta has very explicit
lettershapes to facilitate recognition of individual characters in small
sizes (like the curvy end on the bottom of the ‘l’), while the design
makes long-distance reading just as comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif
face. Its construction is based on contrast between outer and inner
(counter) shapes. These are rounded-off rectangles, while the outer
shapes are ovals, creating not only contrast between horizontal and ve
tical strokes, but also one between outer and inner shapes. Contrast
and rhythm (as provided by the oblique terminals and pseudo-serifs
at the beginnings and endings of letters) are more important for con
nuous reading et une lisibilité plaisante than explicit letterforms.Yra
daugiau paslapčių paslėptų Oly lompos volt és lucskos, A szôre sárg
láng, Éhségtôl karcusú, Vágytól girhes, Szomorú derekáról Messze

ht zogende babywelpjes kwam taxi frequent · squeaking rival jezeb

ff Meta Serif Medium & Italic 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over who
groups of letters as we read what we expect to read. Las form
armonizadas, ein guter Kontrast, sono importanti per una leggibi
agradável. Yra daugiau paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt saulės šviesą
šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To work for both tasks, ff Meta has ver
explicit lettershapes to facilitate recognition of individual character
small sizes (like the curvy end on the bottom of the ‘l’), while the
design makes long-distance reading just as comfortable as a ‘prop
serif face. Its construction is based on contrast between outer and
inner (counter) shapes. These are rounded-off rectangles, while th
outer shapes are ovals, creating not only contrast between horizont
and vertical strokes, but also one between outer and inner shapes.
Contrast and rhythm (as provided by the oblique terminals and ps
do-serifs at the beginnings and endings of letters) are more impor
tant for continuous reading et une lisibilité plaisante than explici
letterforms. Yra daugiau paslapčių paslėptų Oly lompos volt és
lucskos, A szôre sárga láng, Éhségtôl karcusú, Vágytól girhes,

cht zogende babywelpjes kwam taxi frequent · squeaking rival je

ff Meta Serif Bold & Italic 7/9, 9/11, 13/15 pt

In books and even magazines, we tend to quickly glance over
whole groups of letters as we read what we expect to read
Las formas armonizadas, ein guter Kontrast, sono importanti p
una leggibilità agradável. Yra daugiau paslapčių paslėptų; Sylt
saulės šviesą šešėlyje. Bir şekilde, 1984. To work for both tasks, f
Meta has very explicit lettershapes to facilitate recognition of
individual characters in small sizes (like the curvy end on the
bottom of the ‘l’), while the design makes long-distance reading
just as comfortable as a ‘proper’ serif face. Its construction
is based on contrast between outer and inner (counter) shapes.
These are rounded-off rectangles, while the outer shapes are
ovals, creating not only contrast between horizontal and vertical
strokes, but also one between outer and inner shapes. Contrast
and rhythm (as provided by the oblique terminals and pseudoserifs at the beginnings and endings of letters) are more important for continuous reading et une lisibilité plaisante than expli
cit letterforms. Yra daugiau paslapčių paslėptų Oly lompos volt
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Erik Spiekermann
Prof. Dr. h.c. Erik Spiekermann studied History of Art and
English in Berlin. He is information architect, type designer
(ff Meta, itc Officina, ff Info, ff Unit, LoType, Berliner
Grotesk et al) and author of books and articles on type
and typography. He was founder (1979) of MetaDesign,
Germany’s largest design firm with offices in Berlin,
London and San Francisco. Projects included corporate
design programmes for Audi, Skoda, Volkswagen, Lexus,
Heidelberg Printing, Berlin Transit, Duesseldorf Airport
and many others. In 1988 he started FontShop, a company
for production and distribution of electronic fonts. He
holds an honorary professorship at the Academy of Arts in
Bremen, is board member of ATypI and the German Design
Council and Past President of the istd International
Society of Typographic Designers as well as the iiid
International Institute of Information Design. In 2003 he
was awarded the Gerrit Noordzij Prize for Typography from
the Royal Academy in The Hague, Netherlands. In 2006 he
received an honorary doctorship from Pasadena Art Center.
In 2001 he redesigned The Economist magazine in London.
His book for Adobe Press, Stop Stealing Sheep has recently
appeared in a second edition and both a German and a
Russian version. His corporate font family for Nokia was
released in 2002. The exclusive family of typefaces for
Deutsche Bahn (the German railway system), designed
with Christian Schwartz, was awarded the Federal German
Design Prize 2007. He left MetaDesign in 2001 and now runs
SpiekermannPartners with offices in Berlin, London and
San Francisco. Clients include Bosch, Deutsche Bahn,
Pioneer Investment, Messe Frankfurt, Nokia, Birkhäuser
Verlag Basel and many others.

